Responses of first-order afferents from the extraocular muscles of the pigeon were studied by extracellular recording in the ophthalmic part of the trigeminal ganglion of decerebrate, paralysed pigeons. The afferents responded to both the amplitude and velocity of ramp displacements of the intact eye with amplitude sensitivities ranging from 0.9 to 8 impulses/s/deg of eye displacement beyond the response threshold. Once a new stable position had been reached, the afferent signal depended only upon the absolute position of the eye within the orbit. The responses adapted in seconds rather than minutes so these units would not provide a continuous signal of the position of an immobile eye; they are best described as signalling position and velocity in relation to eye movements.
Introduction
The vertebrate eye is moved in the orbit by the (six) extrinsic ocular muscles (extraocular muscles, EOM) and these muscles are equipped with stretch receptors in many, perhaps all, vertebrate species. Curiously, though, muscle spindles are found in the EOM of only the even-toed ungulates, such as sheep and goats and some primates including man [1, 2] . The proprioceptors of the EOM would seem to be uniquely placed to provide signals of the position of the eye in the orbit and perhaps of the rate of change of this position, eye-velocity. As will be discussed below we know very little yet about the extent to which these widely-distributed eye-muscle receptors do provide information of this kind to the central nervous system. However, it is now quite clear that the signals which the receptors send centrally, whatever their exact nature, are important to the visual and oculomotor systems.
Thus, EOM afferent signals reach, and influence the processing of visual signals in, many central structures including primary visual cortex [3 -5] , lateral geniculate nucleus [6] [7] [8] and superior colliculus [9 -11] . They are necessary in animals for the normal development of the visual properties of visual cortical neurones (see [12] ) and for depth perception and stereoacuity [13] [14] [15] . In man their removal leads to disturbances of the localization of visual targets [16] . The actions of EOM afferent signals on the visual system are well reviewed by Buisseret [12] .
Removal of the afferent signal from the EOM also leads to instability of the cat eye at rest in the dark [17] and to disruption of the slow phase of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) in the rabbit [18] and, as we have shown recently, to both instability of the resting eye and disorganization of the VOR in the decerebrate pigeon [19] . In addition, in a series of experiments on the decerebrate pigeon, we have shown that EOM afferent signals act on the vestibulo-oculomotor system at the level of central neurones in the vestibular nuclei [20] and oculomotor nuclei [21, 22] , at the level of activity in individual EOM during the VOR [23] and on the final output of the system, the slow phase movements of the eye during the VOR [24, 25] . These actions of the afferents seem to cause corrective changes in the slow phase of the VOR from moment-to-moment since excessive eye-velocity leads to reduction in drive to the EOM and a consequent reduction in the VOR gain, while insufficient eye-velocity produces the opposite effect [26, 27] .
Our current knowledge of the central actions of the EOM afferent signals underlines both our ignorance of the details of the primary afferent signals and the importance of remedying it. This ignorance is not because the primary afferents have not been studiedthey have been the subject of intermittent experiments since 1953-but rather because of the way in which the experiments were performed. This reflected the principal interest of the experimenters, the study of the EOM stretch receptors themselves rather than the direct question of whether and to what extent they provide signals of eye-position or velocity. Many of the early experiments were concerned with species whose EOM contain spindles and sought to compare the spindle properties of eye-muscles and skeletal muscles [28, 29] . Recordings from EOM primary afferents have been made at various times in the sheep, pig, calf, goat, cat, rat and monkey [30] [31] [32] 28, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] either from branches of oculomotor nerves within the orbit, from the branch which carries afferents from the oculomotor nerve to the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve at the apex of the orbit which is distinguishable in some species [39, 40] or from the trigeminal ganglion where the cell bodies of these afferents lie. In all these experiments eye-muscles were isolated in the orbit, often after enucleation of the globe and were stretched, usually one at a time but sometimes all together [35] . In many cases the EOM were stretched by weights hung on their tendons and the responses were expressed as firing rates per gram of added muscle tension though in some the muscles were stretched and the responses were collected as firing rates per change in muscle length. None of the observations were made under conditions at all similar to the natural ones where the eye moves in an undissected orbit with its eye muscles attached to globe and orbital tissues in quite complex interrelationships. So none of the previous experimental material, interesting as it may be for other purposes, can supply direct answers to the questions of the extent to which EOM afferents provide the nervous system with signals of eye position or velocity.
We have recently shown that in the pigeon, as in the mammals which have been studied, the EOM primary afferent cell bodies lie in the trigeminal ganglion and their central processes terminate in the descending trigeminal group of nuclei; in the pigeon they end in the external cuneate nucleus [41] . This opened the way for quantitative observations on the signals carried by EOM first order afferents in conditions which approximate those in the normal pigeon. A preliminary account of some of the results has been presented [42] .
Methods

Preparation
Experiments were carried out in accordance with the conditions of licences issued by the UK Home Office under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Single unit extracellular recordings of EOM afferent signals were made from the left trigeminal ganglion of 13 pigeons (Columba livia) which were decerebrated under ether anaesthesia, paralysed with gallamine (3-5 mg i.m.) and artificially ventilated as described previously [20] . With the pigeon's head fixed in a headholder clamped to an anti-vibration table, the left optic tectum was removed by aspiration and the overlying dura was lifted to expose the left trigeminal ganglion.
Recording methods and equipment
Glass coated tungsten microelectrodes were directed into the ophthalmic division of the left trigeminal ganglion. The ophthalmic division was characterised by unit activity in response to moving the feathers on the head in front of and above, the left eye, to moving the eyelids and to touching the cornea as well as to moving the left eye. Extracellular recordings were made from single units responding only to a particular direction of eye-movement and not to any other circumorbital stimulus. This unit activity was conventionally amplified, discriminated and collected by a PC computer via a CED 1401 Plus Programmable Interface (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK).
Stimulation and data collection
Local anaesthetic (lignocaine 0.5%) was applied to the surface of the left eye which was moved under the control of the computer system by an electromagnetic servo-controlled device that acted upon a stalk carried by an opaque contact lens held firmly to the cornea and sclera by suction [3] . The device could be rotated to cause movement in any desired orbital plane (e.g. horizontal, vertical, diagonal) with predetermined amplitude and/or velocity. At rest the left eye was positioned so that the optical axis was orthogonal to the vertical sagittal plane of the head (this was the 'rest' position). The imposed, passive, eye-movement was a ramp displacement. This passive eye-movement (PEM) was separated into three phases; R1, 'hold' and R2. The eye was deflected from its initial position during R1, held at the new position during 'hold' (usually for 1 s) and returned to the initial resting position during R2; see Fig. 1 . Sets of eight peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of 2.5 s duration, interleaved in time, were constructed and contained single unit responses summed over 24 sweeps (see [26] for further details). Each PSTH contained the response to one of eight different stimulus conditions. During the first PSTH the eye was held at the rest position; this histogram formed the control. The remaining seven PSTHs contained the responses to passive eye-movement each with a different value of one of three parameters: orientation, am- ity but not amplitude. This time the average firing rate during the initial movement (R1) was plotted against the velocity of the PEM applied. The velocity sensitivity was expressed as impulses/s/deg/s.
The dynamic index, which was introduced by Crowe and Matthews [43] to measure the dynamic sensitivity or velocity responsiveness of muscle spindles, was calculated for the EOM afferent signal by subtracting the firing rate of the unit 500 ms after the eye reached its final deflection from the firing rate at the end of R1. The dynamic index provides a measure of the velocity sensitivity of the afferent unit relative to its amplitude sensitivity.
For 19 units the best fitting single exponential decay was fitted to the firing rate during the 'hold' using a least squares criterion and an iterative method (PRISM2 program, GraphPad Software). From this function the time from the beginning of the 'hold' until the firing rate would have returned to its resting value was calculated.
Results
Neuronal responses to direction of imposed eye-mo6ement
Recordings were made in 13 pigeons from 20 single units that were responsive to passive eye-movement alone. All the recording sites were located close to the junction of the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve with the trigeminal ganglion. All the units responded to a particular direction of passive eye-movement and not to any other circumorbital stimulus; the cornea was always locally anaesthetized while afferent responses were recorded. Generally units showed a strong response to only one direction of passive eyemovement. The number of units and their direction preference for passive eye-movement are given in Table  1 . Units sensitive to most directions of passive eyemovement were found and examples of two units with preferences for different directions are shown in Fig. 2 .
For the majority of units (17/20) the response continued while the eye was held deflected. However, two units gave purely phasic responses. These units, the response of one of which is illustrated in Fig. 3 , had plitude or velocity. For three units the resting position of the left eye was displaced in the direction of optimum response for the unit and/or in the opposite direction for the duration of the collection period and trapezoidal movements were imposed beginning at, and returning to, this displaced resting position.
Data analysis
Polar plots were constructed to assess the orientation preference of each unit. The firing rate during the 'hold' was plotted against each orientation of PEM applied; 0 deg corresponded to movement of the eye up, 180 deg to downward eye-movement, 90 deg to eye-movement horizontally towards the tail and 270 deg to eye-movement horizontally towards the beak.
The sensitivity of afferent units to the amplitude of eye-movement was tested with PEM, in the direction that elicited the greatest response, at a number of different amplitudes of deflection but all at the same velocity. The firing rate in impulses/s during the 'hold' was plotted against the amplitude of deflection of the eye. A linear regression line was then fitted to the data values between the threshold of the response (see Section 3) and the data value for the largest deflection and the slope of this line in impulses/s/deg was taken as a measure of the sensitivity of that unit to changes in amplitude of eye-movement.
The velocity sensitivity was calculated in a similar way from collections where the PEM differed in veloc- ) and (E) The PSTH of unit activity to the direction of PEM that elicited the greatest response. The time course of the PEM is represented by the trapezoid above the PSTH. The unit in C responded primarily when the eye was moved vertically upwards, the response during R1 did not greatly exceed that during the 'hold' (dynamic index: 7, PEM velocity: 40 deg/s) and was silenced during R2. The unit in E responded primarily when the eye was moved downwards and towards the beak, the response during R1 was considerably greater than that during the 'hold' (dynamic index: 19, PEM velocity: 40 deg/s).
very low resting firing rates and the rapidly-adapting responses persisted only some 40 ms after the end of the movement. Their dynamic indices, 29 and 52 were the highest found; unfortunately neither was held long enough to measure its velocity sensitivity.
In the group of units that had sustained responses during the 'hold' and were thus relatively slowly-adapting various types of response were seen. Most units were mainly sensitive to the amplitude of the passive eye-movement but many also showed varying amounts of velocity sensitivity-see Section 4. In many units firing ceased during the return movement to the resting position. The dynamic index was measured for 17 units using a ramp passive eye-movement which displaced the eye by 10 deg with a velocity of 40 deg/s. The dynamic indices measured with these parameters ranged from 3 to 52 (see Table 1 ). For two units (marked *) the eye was displaced by 13 deg at 130 deg/s giving dynamic indices of 6 and 13.
The responses of the 20 units are summarized in Table 1 .
Neuronal responses to amplitude of imposed eye-mo6ement
For eight units, it was possible to test the response to different amplitudes of passive eye-movement. For all of these units there was an amplitude threshold; the eye had to be moved between 4 and 8 deg from the resting position before a response was elicited. The sensitivity of the units to passive eye-movement beyond this threshold ranged from 0.9 to 8 impulses/ s/deg of eye-movement. Fig. 4 shows an example of a unit's response to changes in the amplitude of eyemovement.
Only three units were held long enough to test their responses to tonic deflection of the left eye; none of them showed a significant difference (two-sample ttest, significance level 0.5%) in the resting firing rate at different positions of the eye. However the size of the deflection at which the response appeared depended on the resting position of the eye as would be expected if the afferents have a fixed position threshold. When the resting position of the eye was deflected in the opposite direction to that which elicited the optimum response (2 units tested), the threshold amplitude of PEM at which the unit started responding was increased. Conversely, when the resting position of the eye was deflected in the direction which elicited the optimum response (1 unit tested) the threshold was decreased. This effect can be seen in Fig. 5. 
Neuronal responses to 6elocity of imposed eye-mo6ement
For six units it was possible to test the response to different velocities of passive eye-movement using ramp displacements of constant amplitude but varying velocity. For this group of units the responses during deflection (R1) and during the 'hold', when the eye was stationary at the deflected position were plotted against the velocity of deflection to a constant amplitude. From these plots, illustrated in Fig. 6 it is clear that the responses were affected by the velocity of eye movement during the deflection but that, once the eye had reached its new position, the velocity with which it attained it had no effect on the response. The sensitivity of the units to velocity during eye-movement was quite small, it ranged from 0 to 0.2 impulses/s/deg/s. The unit of Fig. 6 had the highest velocity sensitivity in the group.
Duration of responses to deflection of the eye (adaptation rate of units)
A single exponential decay function was fitted to the response during the 'hold' for 19 units. In three units there was no evidence of a decline in the response during the 1 s 'hold' so no prediction is possible of these units' adaptation rate. Five units adapted completely within 1 s. For the remaining units the times to reach the resting firing rate predicted by the coefficients of the exponential function ranged from 1.5 to 10 s.
Discussion
The finding of EOM proprioceptive signals in the trigeminal ganglion corroborates our recent histological evidence that the ophthalmic portion of the ganglion contains the cell bodies of the first-order afferents from pigeon extraocular muscles [41] . The responses of most of the units resembled those of muscle spindle afferents with properties intermediate between those of Types I and II see [44] ; this is not to suggest that pigeon EOM contain muscle spindles which is extremely unlikely [2] . Thus the units showed an increase in firing rate during movement of the eye to a new position followed by a modest reduction in rate after the end of the movement and a more or less sustained response while the eye was held stationary at the new position. When the eye was returned to its original position the firing rate fell sharply, sometimes to zero. The dynamic indices were modest, less than 10 for most units (two units with higher dynamic indices are discussed below). Approximate calculations from the diameter of the pigeon globe results from stretching cat soleus muscles at this speed [44] would place the pigeon units at the lower end of the range for de-efferented spindles. However, direct comparison between muscles of such different resting lengths, stretched by different proportions of that length, are of limited value and our observations of the dynamic index are probably useful only in indicating that the EOM afferents have some degree of velocity sensitivity and that this varies over a range.
The origin of the signals
The electrode was placed in the trigeminal ganglion under direct visual control. We know from our tracer experiments [41] that the ophthalmic portion of the trigeminal ganglion contains the cell bodies of the first order afferents but, at present, nothing is known of the morphology of the receptors in the pigeon EOM from which they arise. We presume that each afferent arises from a single receptor or a small group of receptors of the same type in a single EOM. The fact that all the afferents showed 'tuning' of the response over a range of directions of imposed eye-movement (see Figs. 2 and 3) is consistent with this though the mechanical arrangements of the EOM and their attachments to the globe are such that, for an eye-movement in any given direction, several EOM will change their length (see [23] for an illustration of the relations of the pigeon EOM to the globe) so a maximum response in a particular direction is not diagnostic of receptor location in one particular muscle. We were concerned with the properties of the response in relation to amplitude and velocity of eye-movement rather than the location of receptors and the studies of amplitude and velocity sensitivity were carried out using eye-movements in the direction which gave the largest response of those tested in the tuning curve for that unit. The cornea was locally anaesthetized during the collection of all data to eliminate units supplying the cornea which also run in the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve and tests were made for lack of any corneal response. Units which showed any response to touching the eyelids or to movement of the facial feathers were discarded. In fact, units responsive to stimuli in the trigeminal and maxillary region of the face were much commoner, and much easier to find, than those which responded only to imposed eye-movement which seem to be situated in a very small region in the anterior part of the ganglion close to the entry of the ophthalmic root.
Possible effects of muscle paralysis
Although the orbital mechanics were completely intact in our experiments it was necessary to paralyse the preparation to have sufficient stability to hold single units in the ganglion. There seem to be two possible indicate that the eye muscles would have been stretched at about 3 mm/s during the movements for which the dynamic indices were measured. Comparison with the Fig. 6 . Plot of the average response of a unit during R1 and 'hold' to increasing velocities of PEM at a constant amplitude of 9 deg in the direction that elicited the greatest response. The response of the unit during R1 increased with increasing velocity of PEM (filled squares and solid line). The response at the final position was unaffected by the velocity with which this position was approached (filled diamonds and dotted line). The lines are linear regressions (r 2 = 0.90 for R1 and r 2 = 0.14 for 'hold'); the slope during R1, the velocity sensitivity, is significantly different from zero (P= 0.001) at 0.17 impulses/s/deg/s and that during 'hold' is − 0.0095 impulses/s/deg/s which is not significantly different from zero (P= 0.40).
ways in which this might have affected the results. The first is completely speculative; although pigeon EOM are not believed to contain muscle spindles it is not impossible that palisades -if these are present in the pigeon -and their associated global multi-innervated muscle fibres might form an afferent unit under some sort of efferent control of sensitivity independent of the main motor innervation of the EOM -see Spencer and Porter [45] for structural data relevant to this speculation. This putative effect would, of course, be missing in our experiments. In the present state of our ignorance about the receptor structure in the pigeon EOM nothing more can be said. Secondly, paralysis would have reduced the stiffness of the EOM and this might have affected the mechanical transfer of energy to the receptors; one would expect this to reduce their sensitivity to amplitude and velocity so it would be prudent to regard the sensitivities reported here as minimal estimates. It has also been suggested see [46] that palisades may be much less efficiently activated by passive muscle elongation than during active contraction. Again this is just speculation; as far as we know there have been no experiments in which afferent discharges from receptors identified as palisades have been recorded under any conditions, active or passive, though perhaps the idea gains a little support from structural similarity to the Golgi tendon organ in skeletal muscle for which active contraction does seem to be more effective than passive stretch see Henneman [47] .
Position threshold and amplitude sensiti6ity
It was clear that there was a definite absolute position threshold for the responses since changing the resting position of the eye in the orbit by moving the starting position for the ramp displacement towards or away from the preferred direction of eye-movement resulted in decreases or increases respectively of the amplitude of the movement which had to be applied to cause the firing rate to increase from its resting value (see Fig. 5 ). Once the threshold had been reached the amplitude sensitivity of the units, measured during the 'hold', was the same whatever the starting position. This is what one would expect since, presumably, there is a minimum muscle length at which the receptor will begin to increase its firing. The amplitude sensitivity ranged from 0.9 to 8 impulses/s/deg in the eight units in which it was determined.
In some cases-see Fig. 4 for example -an eye deflection of several degrees was required to reach the firing threshold; the absolute size of this deflection is of little significance since it depends on the arbitrary starting position of the eye as well as on the orbital position which corresponds to the firing threshold. What is significant is the change in the required deflection with changes in the starting position as explained above. We presume that the distribution of thresholds is such that, during an eye movement to any new orbital position, there will be afferent units whose thresholds have been exceeded and, thus, that there will be signals of eye position available at the end of all eye movements. For the moment this must remain presumption since our sample of units is too small to test the hypothesis.
Velocity sensiti6ity
Two units of the 20 examined appeared to give purely phasic responses and had no resting discharge; their dynamic indices were the highest found (29 and 52) but, unfortunately, they were not held for long enough to make systematic observations of their velocity sensitivity. The velocity sensitivities of six units which had sustained responses were tested during the eye-movement as described in Section 3; their velocity sensitivities seem rather modest (see Fig. 6 ). However, it is clear from the range of dynamic indices and from the general finding of a pause in firing on the return movement that most, probably all, of the first order afferents are affected to some extent by the eye-velocity during deflection of the eye in a direction which stretches the eye muscle containing the receptor.
Do the pigeon EOM primary afferents signal eye position and eye velocity?
Apart from the two units above which could have been pure velocity detectors it seems that all the units examined were affected by the velocity of the eye while it was moving but gave responses which seemed to be related only to amplitude once the eye was at rest at the deflected position. To test this impression the responses of eight units to ramp deflections of various amplitudes were examined. If the response during the deflection is plotted against the velocity of eye-movement it is clear that there is some velocity sensitivity. However, the response during the 'hold' of the eye stationary at the new position is not affected by the velocity with which the eye reached that position; Fig. 6 shows an example. Thus it seems that, once a new position is reached, the response depends only on how far the eye has rotated from the threshold position. Since the threshold appears to be at a fixed absolute position in the orbit, this implies that once the eye is stationary at a new position a signal is available, at least for a short time, to relate that position to an absolute orbital reference.
There is no evidence from the present sample of units that the primary afferents can supply sustained signals of eye-position over several minutes. When static deflections were applied to the eye and the discharge was measured a few minutes later no change was found in the units' resting discharges. Our experiments were not designed primarily for the measurement of adaptation rates of the units over many seconds. A few units adapted completely during the 1 s 'hold'. For the others, if one supposes that, from the time the eye reaches its new deflected position the discharge rate falls exponentially, one can estimate the time which would elapse before the resting rate was resumed. This was done as described above with results ranging from 1.5 to 10 s in 11 units. These values are useful in confirming that the rates of adaptation are measured in seconds rather than minutes and, thus, that the eye position signal is available only for a short time after each eye movement.
Comparison with pre6ious studies of EOM primary afferents
In species without spindles in their EOM tonic and phasic responses have been recorded [31, 34] which might indicate that signals of eye-velocity and position are present in these species; beyond that, little of the early work on EOM primary afferents can usefully be compared to the present results for the reasons given in the Introduction. The results of Daunicht [35] in the rat are a little more comparable to ours since he used controlled length change as the stimulus though this was applied simultaneously to the tendons of all the EOM in the partially dissected orbit; it is not clear to what extent the tendons were detached from the globe. Unfortunately for the present purpose he used only sinusoidal stretching in which the effects of length and velocity are necessarily confounded since both change simultaneously throughout each cycle with a mutual phase relation of 90°. He concluded that the afferents showed 'an intermediate behavior between position and velocity dependence' but his observations, that firingrate modulation increased with increasing frequency of sinusoidal stretching, could equally well be described as showing dependence upon both position and velocity, though from his data it is not possible to separate the relative contributions of each, so his sensitivities in the rat cannot be compared to ours in the pigeon.
It would seem, then, that our experiments indicate that primary afferents from the pigeon EOM proprioceptors do provide signals principally related to eye position in the orbit but with some information about eye-velocity during the movement. However, these signals are appropriate to signalling changes in eye-position rather than providing a continuous indication of the position of the stationary eye since the receptors adapt in seconds. Thus the afferent information about eye position would be updated only at the end of an eye movement. But then the normal eye is never stationary for more than very short times so signals of eye position and velocity in relation to the changes in eye position which are continually imposed by eye movement seem perfectly appropriate to the normal tasks of the oculomotor system. We now need to know the details of the structure of the stretch receptors of the pigeon's EOM and, particularly, whether these include palisades; if they do the present results may form a model for the signals provided by the first order afferents from the EOM of many species since the palisade receptor seems to be the 'characteristic' receptor of the extraocular muscles [45] .
